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Mad Millie Beer Kit Instructions

KIT
Approx time

1 HOUR

(hands on time, ready in 4 weeks).
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Make your own refreshing
lager with Mad Millie. It’ll go
down even smoother knowing
you made it yourself.
This kit includes all the
specialised ingredients and
equipment* you need to brew
9 L (2.4 US Gal) of your own
craft beer at home.
No brewing experience
needed!

— 12 L (3.2 US Gal) Fermenter with carbon airlock, tap and
brew bottler Used to make your brew. The brew bottler attaches to tap
for easy bottling.
The carbon airlock allows gas to be released, without any
bad particles being able to get back in. Do not worry about
not being able to see any bubbling during fermentation, the
SG reading from the hydrometer is more important.
NOTE: You do not need to adjust the airlock/lid. It is
already set up correctly.
— Thermometer strip Stick onto the side of the fermenter. Temperature is the
number which turns green.
— Hydrometer –
Used to take Specific Gravity (SG) reading
and determine when fermentation has finished.
— Bottle brush –
Used to help clean bottles.
NOTE: If the bristles on your bottle brush have flattened,
immerse the brush into hot water. Bristles will return to
original shape.
— Mixing spoon –
Used to mix the ingredients in the fermenter.
— Brewing ingredients –
Premium Hopped Malt Extract that already contains
glucose making it easy to create your beer wort. Ready
for fermentation with the Mangrove Jack’s Lager Yeast,
specifically designed for fermentation at a moderate
ambient room temperature.
NOTE: The kit does not include bottles. Mad Millie recommends either
recycling old glass beer bottles or purchasing a pack of reusable glass
flip top bottles. See Collecting or Buying Your Bottles for more information.

Your Brewing Essentials

SETUP AND CLEANING:

Easy

LET’S GET started
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PREPARATION:
CLEANING AND SANITISING YOUR EQUIPMENT
It is very important to first clean and then sanitise all of your
equipment before using. This ensures it is free from any dirt that
may hide wild yeast and bacteria and cause your brew to turn bad
during fermentation.
CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS:
— Fill the fermenter with 5 US qt (5 L) of cold water and add 		
dishwashing liquid.
— Use a clean cloth to wipe the insides of the fermenter to give it a 		
good clean. Put the lid on, and leave for about 10 minutes before 		
washing your mixing spoon.
— Once finished, tip the liquid out and rinse with water to remove 		
any excess detergent. Remember to run some through the tap.
SANITISING INSTRUCTIONS:
— Use baby bottle sanitiser to sanitise your equipment. Baby
bottle sanitisers are chlorine based and are available from any
supermarket. Alternatively you can use boiling water.
Follow bottle instructions for dosage.
— Fill the fermenter with 5 US qt (5 L) of sanitising solution. Use a
cloth to ensure the solution is in contact with all surfaces of the
fermenter, spoon, lid and tap (run some of the solution through the
tap).
TIP: Each time you clean your equipment use the same cloth, never
use it for anything else to prevent contamination.

PREPARE YOUR EQUIPMENT
Dry the outside of the fermenter with a tea towel before sticking
the thermometer strip half way up the outside of your fermenter.

COLLECTING OR BUYING YOUR BOTTLES
We believe there are enough bottles in the world so we recommend using
recycled glass beer bottles. You will need to collect either 27 x 330 ml
bottles, 18 x 500 ml bottles, or 12 x 750 ml bottles.
You will also need to purchase the Mad Millie bottle capper and new caps
for bottling. Alternatively, you may like to invest in a set of Mad Millie flip
top bottles, which are also reusable and better for the environment.
Do not use bottles with cracks or bubbles as they could break during storage and
cause serious injuries. Do not use screw top bottles or water bottles, as they are not
suitable for beer or cider. Mad Millie is not liable for any issues caused by recycled
bottles, other than the Mad Millie flip top bottles.

serving suggestion
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THE

Good
PART

MAKING YOUR BREW

BREWING INSTRUCTIONS:
STORAGE & MATURING:

1

Prepare, clean and sanitise all of your equipment.

2

Add 1 US qt (1 L) of boiling water to your fermenter.

3

Stand the malt extract pouch on a flat surface and carefully cut across
the top of the pouch. Hold the base to stabilize it while you cut. Add
the malt extract and pack of brewing sugar (if provided in kit) to the
fermenter and stir.

4

Top up the fermenter to 10 US qt (10 L) with cold water, stir well and
check the liquid temperature is below 77°F (25°C). If it is warmer, put
fermenter in a sink full of ice cold water to quickly cool. Once liquid
temperature is between 64-77°F (18-25°C), add the yeast.

5

Leave to ferment for about 10-14 days days at 64-77°F (18-25°C). Below
64˚F (18˚C), fermentation may stop so if very cold, use a heat pad or
wrap in a blanket to keep warm.

6

After 10-14 days fermenting, the beer should have stopped fizzing and
fermentation should be complete. Check this by using the hydrometer,
which measures Specific Gravity (SG). Fermentation is complete when
the SG on the hydrometer’s scale reads very close to 1.008 (i.e. +/- 0.001).

7

Once fermentation is complete it is time to bottle.

BOTTLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Clean and sanitise enough bottles for 9 L (2.4 US Gal) of beer.
Prime your brew by adding sugar to each bottle (depending on your
bottle size). Use the Mad Millie 3 way sugar measurer to ensure you
have the right amount of sugar in each bottle for correct carbonation.
Attach the bottling attachment to your fermenter tap. To transfer your
brew, put your bottle’s mouth over the attachment and push the bottle
up until the attachment touches the bottom of the bottle and your brew
begins to fill the bottle.
Transfer all of your brew into your bottles and secure the lids, (either the
flip top lids or by capping). Once each bottle is filled, turn each bottle
gently upside down and then back the right way up to give the added
sugar a gentle mix.
How much to add for your size bottle:
BOTTLE SIZE

SUGAR MEASURER

CARBONATION DROPS

SUGAR

750 ML BOTTLE

0.75 SCOOP

2 DROPS

1.3 TSP

500 ML BOTTLE

0.5 SCOOP

1.3 DROPS

1 TSP

350 ML BOTTLE

0.35 SCOOP

1 DROP

0.5 TSP

Keep your beer somewhere that has a similar temperature to
the area in which you brewed it so the yeast can keep working
on the priming sugar for 7 days. Then move to a cooler, preferably dark place like a cellar to mature for at least for 3-4 weeks
before drinking.
Your beer will be about 4.2% ABV.

& FINALLY
Our serving tips and

Enjoy!

suggestions
Clear vs Cloudy

It is up to you whether you want to
drink your freshly brewed drink clear
or cloudy. Cloudy beer includes the
natural sediment which is full of yeast,
providing a fuller bodied beverage.

Clear Beer

Make sure the beer has settled and not
been shaken up so that the sediment
is all at the bottom of the bottle. Pour
the whole bottle into a serving jug but
leave the last inch in the bottle (this
last part is full of sediment). Serve
the sediment free beverage in smaller
glasses poured from the jug.

Cloudy Beer

For a cloudy brew, tilt sealed bottle
up and down gently to mix the yeast
in with the beer before opening and
serving straight from the bottle.
serving suggestion
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Our kit makes it easy! But if you do get
stuck, check out our YouTube videos or
contact our friendly customer support team.

Mad Millie kits and equipment are designed to make it fast and simple
for you to create beautiful, artisan food in your own home.
For more kits and consumables, along with some helpful
tips and how-to videos, visit

www.madmillie.com

